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Introduction  

This paper has been written as a resource for those who are interested in using technology in a youth 

work setting. The overall objective of Youth Town is to equip youth workers with a game to engage young 

people in critical social education through creative interactive technologies.  

“People educate each other through the mediation of the world” Paulo Freire (1972) .We educate 

ourselves and those around us by our interaction with the world. Technology is continuing to 

revolutionise the way we interact with each other and the world around us. This phenomenon is more 

apparent among young people where simple communications now appear in the form of images, icons 

have replaced the written word, emoji icons used to describe emotion, and snapchat has replaced the 

text message of yesteryear. Groups of young people can now gather in on-line virtual spaces for social 

interaction. We live in the ludic century (Flanagan, 2017) here games have the power to shape work, 

learning, health care and more importantly our entire mediation of the world.  

This exploration was one of 

collaboration between three worlds of 

Youth work, technology and games. It 

is crucial to acknowledge the pedagogy 

that underpins this work is educational. 

Youth work methodology is the prism 

through which the artefact must to be 

viewed. In the context of the project 

Youth work values ethics and purpose 

shape this entire enterprise.  

 

Figure 1: Youth Town Model 

As highlighted in the National Youth Strategy (2015-20) Young people’s participation in youth work 

activities can be important for personal and social development Youth work can enable them to be 

confident individuals, effective contributors, successful learners, and responsible and active members of 

society.  (McNeil et al 2012) 

It is this belief that informs the development of the artefact, the conviction that youth work is important 

that it is critical, and it improves the lives of young people. The development of Youth Town is essentially 

a tool designed for youth engagement. It is a resource that can be used within a youth work context by a 

skilled youth worker to achieve certain outcomes.   

 

Youth Town 

Games

Technology 
Digital Youth 
work

Youth Work 
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Background to Artefact  

Digital literacy and 21st century skills play a crucial role in modern life and particularly in the lives of young 

people. Youth Work as a profession regularly positions itself as “meeting young people where they are 

at”, with that in mind there is an obligation on youth workers to adopt an agile mind and embrace 

technology as a tool to conduct youth work. 

The story of the artefact Youth Town began in 2015 when two workers from Youth Work Ireland 

Tipperary began discussing the amount of time their own children were spending on Minecraft. They 

admitted to having no understanding of the game and immediately began conducting research amongst 

the forty workers within the organisation. It became apparent that all youth workers acknowledged that 

they too had little or no knowledge of online gaming with a large number confessing that they even 

feared the new technology. 

The main aim of this project is to present to young people a digital platform where upon they can 

navigate their own built environment. Youth Town is a mapped environment that supports a real-world 

team-based game. By illustrating how the build environment is negotiated and by highlighting the roles of 

the many stakeholders affected and involved in planning decisions, the game effectively allows for a 

deeper understanding of the inequalities and prejudices that are embedded in many of these decisions. 

This game creates an environment where young people can discuss, discover and further develop their 

knowledge around these issues. 

The artefact was developed over two years with input from young people and youth workers in Ireland 

Scotland, England and Greece.  The project planned to use emerging technologies and the interest young 

people have in online gaming to bring young people together from different countries in order to 

collaborate and develop new skills and understanding of their environment.  

 

Objectives of Youth Town  

Youth town identified four top level objectives which were based on real needs among young people, 

within their communities nationally and internationally. Youth Engagement, Teamwork Skills, Technical 

Skills, Transnational Collaboration.  

Objective I - Youth Engagement 

To encourage young people to research and reflect on the social and physical environment in which they 

live and articulate their vision of how a diverse and inclusive community could be constructed.  

The project was rooted in youth work principles, encouraging critical education and reflection among the 

youth participants regarding social inclusion, community building and civic engagement in their local 

areas. With the decline in voluntarism and civic participation by young people this project was designed 
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to encourage the development of these qualities within a medium which is appealing to them. It sought 

to harness some of the time, creativity, and effort young people invest in computer games toward more 

constructive social and personal outcomes.        

Objective 2 - Teamwork Skills 

To develop teamwork, communication and collaboration skills within a geographic based team and across 

transnational teams. Participants will learn practical skills useful in education, employment and daily life. 

Positive personal skills such as communication, decision making, team work and self-confidence as well as 

organisational, planning and intercultural skills will be adopted. Team-work and communication skills are 

valued by employers, unfortunately young people struggle with these skills particularly those from 

disadvantaged backgrounds and those inclined to spend excessive time playing computer games. 

Objective 3 - Technical Skills 

To develop practical skills in games design and community-based planning. Each time one plays the game 

it starts with producing paper models of the town. This is always done before you go online and is done 

with a skilled facilitator. Each group of young people must defend their decision to the group before ever 

progressing to the on line version in Minecraft. This will enable them to have a deeper understanding of 

their own value system. There are basic elements of coding introduced before moving to on line version. 

This objective was designed as much for the youth worker as the young person.  

Objective 4 - Transnational Collaboration.  

To build a sustainable artefact or game that would facilitate participation by other youth groups in the 

partner countries and beyond. By using freely available and internationally accessible gaming platforms 

the outcomes from this project could be applied to youth work on an international level. Collaboration 

between youth organisations and young 

people themselves is an important priority 

for EU mobility and cohesion. Sitting within 

the development of the game was the 

opportunity for young people and youth 

workers from Greece England and Ireland to 

meet. This culminated in a final meeting in 

Brussels in March 2018. Here, paper models 

of Youth town were created with post-its and 

flip chart paper. Young people shared stories 

and facts about their own cities and towns 

and began critically viewing their own 

environments. 
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Figure 2: Scottish, Irish, Greek and English youths design their town 

 

Figure 3: Brussels 2018 - Young people defending their town design to the group 

This exercise was crucial the eventual development of the game. It was during these debates or group 

discussions that people’s values and beliefs could be highlighted. At this point young people were 

invested emotionally in the game. What became very clear was how each person brought it back to their 

own community what they had seen and experience in their own town and communities.    
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1.0 Literature Review 

1.1 Introduction 

The literature review focuses on three main areas: Youth Work, Digital Youth Work and Games. The three 

disciplines while appearing to be three separate genres or pedagogies interact with each other on a daily 

basis. Games may have been around before written language (M.Flanagan & H. Nissenbaum, 2007). 

Youth work existed before the explosion in modern technology and has always used games as a way of 

teaching and engaging young people. Technology is an unavoidable reality of modern life which affects all 

aspects of our lives including our interaction with young people and games alike. The literature review 

shall look at some core fundamentals, so we know what we mean when we refer to youth work, games in 

youth work and digital youth work.   

1.2 Youth Work 

Youth Work in Ireland and across the EU has seen an evolutionary progression over the last century. In 

particular over the past decade there has been a huge interest in Youth Work. There appears to have 

been an enormous effort made at European and national level to understand and articulate the value of 

youth work. The National Quality Standards Framework (NQSF) was established in 2010 as a necessary 

support and development tool for the youth work sector.  

The rationale was five-fold:  

“To provide a support and development tool to organisations and projects; 

To establish standards in the practice and provision of youth work; 

To provide an enhanced evidence base for youth work; 

To ensure resources are used effectively in the youth work sector; 

To provide a basis for ‘whole organisational assessment” (Govt.Publication, 2010, p. 2) 

In both 2009 and 2014 government departments have carried out Value for Money and Policy Reviews of 

Youth Programmes, the latter being carried out by the Department of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) 

who have only come into existence in 2011. The value-for-money review involved an in-depth analysis of 

three major funding programmes that target young people living in disadvantaged areas over three years. 

The state invested a great deal over the past decade to raise the standard and quality of services and to 

define and put a monetary value on the work. 

However, despite these changes youth work continues to be the application of work with adolescents 

wherein there are three defining characteristics: 

A concern for their personal and social development (as distinct from, say, their academic learning); 

The deliberate use of experiential learning and transformative relationships with adults;  
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And adherence to a set of values which, inter-alia, puts the interests of young people first. (Wylie, 2009)  

In the Republic of Ireland, the history of youth work is predominantly one of voluntary initiative and 

activism’ (North South Working Group, 2012). The Youth Work Act (Youth Work Act, 2001) recognised the 

principle of subsidiarity when it stated that youth work is ‘provided primarily by voluntary organisations’.  

Within the act, youth work is defined as: “A planned programme of education designed for the purpose 

of aiding and enhancing personal and social development of young persons through their voluntary 

participation…”. (Youth Work Act 2001:7) 

There are a number of features of definition of youth work within the act that are significant. It is 

fundamentally educational in nature and it makes explicit that youth work rests on the voluntary 

participation of young people. It also states that voluntary organisations are the primary providers of that 

work. 

The educational dimension of participation takes us beyond skills of democracy and citizenship and 

introduces the notion of a citizenship that is caught, not taught. The ‘Advisory Group on the Teaching of 

Citizenship and Democracy in Schools’ published a report on 22 September 1998, often referred to as 

‘The Crick Report’, (Advisory Group on Citizenship, 1998) set out the vision and ambition for citizenship 

education in England. It is stated here that the most effective form of learning education is: 

Active (emphasising learning by doing as in playing the Youth Town game) 

Interactive (using discussion and debate, defending your decision in the Youth Town) 

Relevant (focusing on real-life issues facing young people and society bringing back to your Youth town) 

Critical (encourages young people to think for themselves) 

Collaborative (employing group work and cooperative learning) 

Participative (giving young people a say in their own learning) 

Informed participation is central to the rationale behind Youth Town underpinned by a set of core values. 

The game encourages young people to engage with their own environment to critically think about 

decisions being made in their communities. This notion of “caught not taught” was hugely significant in 

the context of the project the aim was to make people feel to invest emotionally and cognitively in the 

game and to experience the game. 

 

1.3 Digital youth work  

The concept of Digital Youth work is a relatively new one. An expert group set up under the European 

Union Work Plan for Youth for 2016-2018 came up with following definition: 

Digital youth work means proactively using or addressing digital media and technology in youth work. 
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Digital youth work is not a youth work method – digital youth work can be included in any youth work 

setting (open youth work, youth information and counselling, youth clubs, detached youth work…). 

Digital youth work has the same goals as youth work in general, and using digital media and technology in 

youth work should always support these goals. 

Digital youth work can happen in face-to-face situations as well as in online environments – or in a 

mixture of these two. Digital media and technology can be used either as a tool, an activity or content in 

youth work. 

Digital youth work is underpinned by the same ethics, values and principles as youth work. 

Youth workers in this context refer to both paid and volunteer youth workers. (European Publication, 

2016) 

 

In response to the explosion of digital media and use of games among young people, the National Youth 

Council of Ireland (NYCI) led a major international research project Screenagers focussing on the use of 

ICT, digital and social media in youth work. The report highlighted needs in many five areas including:  

• Challenge resistant mind-sets and support fuller and more creative use of ICT in youth work. 

• Written guidance for youth worker’s laying out principles of best practice and demonstrating 

impact, which could be supported through national centres of excellence or through national 

champions of ICT in youth work.  

Better outcomes, Brighter Futures (BOBF) is the national policy framework for children & young people 

2014-2020; while making no direct reference to youth work acknowledges that: 

“With the growing role of technology in children & young people’s lives, parents need advice & 

information on how best to protect their children from harm online & in relation to Social media & texting. 

Equally children & young people need the guidance of teachers & parents to learn to manage & cope with 

this added dimension to modern life.”  (Dept. of Children and Youth Affairs, 2014-2020) 

The BOBF policy frameworks acknowledge that it needs to develop a better understanding of the 

different forms of social and digital media. The National Digital Strategy for Schools was launched in 2015 

and articulated a vision to...  

Realise the potential of digital technologies ……so that Ireland’s young people become engaged thinkers, 

active learners, knowledge constructors and global citizens to participate fully in society and the economy. 

(DES 2015) 

What is perhaps very interesting is a document published by the European Commission in May 2018 

Engaging, Connecting and Empowering young people: a new EU Youth Strategy.  

ENGAGE: Fostering youth participation in democratic life 
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CONNECT: Bringing young people together across the EU and beyond to foster voluntary engagement, 

learning mobility, solidarity and intercultural understanding 

EMPOWER: Supporting youth empowerment through quality, innovation and recognition of youth work 

and the virtual world: digital technologies have revolutionised young people’s lives in many ways and 

policies need to consider both opportunities and challenges, by tapping the potential of social media, 

equipping youth with digital skills and fostering critical thinking and embracing new and alternative forms 

of participation, including online campaigns, consultations via digital platforms connected to the 

European Youth Portal. 

Member States are encouraged to focus on adapting to digital opportunities:  

“………it should use technology and pedagogical practices to increase access and help young people cope 

with digital means. Digital youth work should be incorporated into youth workers' training and – where 

they exist – youth work occupational and competence standards. ” (European Commission, 2018:7) 

 

1.4 Games in youth work  

Youth work and youth workers have always used games. The first questions any youth worker asks before 

using a game is why? What are your objectives and will the game assist in achieving them? The games are 

used in a very deliberate and thoughtful way. Games in youth work are never merely about the exercise 

of playing a game they are always with an outcome in mind. Ice breakers energisers speed dating are all 

to facilitate communication participation to increase self-esteem confidence with personal development 

the ultimate goal. 

The Trading Game a game this writer has played with a number of youth groups is not about just playing 

a game. Participants play the part of Developed, Developing and Underdeveloped countries with varying 

access to raw materials, manufacturing technology and capital. The Trading Game is interactive, fun and 

addresses critical issue. The principle strength of the Trading game is that it helps learners understand 

the fundamental structure of the global economy, and enables discussions to explore the economic and 

social gap between developed and developing countries. (Satoru Takahashi, 2011). So, the game 

facilitates a conversation it also gets players invested emotionally which is the key. 

While on the surface games may appear quite superficial, according to Greitemeyer and Oswald research 

shows that playing them can heighten one’s awareness of the issues being addressed and increase 

empathy and positive behaviour towards those being portrayed. (Tobias Greitemeyer & Silvia Osswald, 

2010).  
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1.5 Games  

There are many different genres of games and many ways in which they are played. It is important to try 

as much as possible to define what we mean by a game. McGonigal believes that “When you strip away 

the genre differences and the technological complexities, all games share four defining traits: a goal, 

rules, a feedback system, and voluntary participation”. (McGonigal, 2011)  

Mary Flanagan (2017) believes games are snapshots of who we are and that we enter a magic circle 

through phone or console a play space where we are buying into an experience. In game design we 

model problems so why not model solutions and use games for problem solving. 

Games have emerged as the media paradigm of the 21st century, surpassing film and television in 

popularity they have the power to shape work, learning, health care and more. Games gives us a chance 

to enact our most basic relationship to the world- our desire to prevail over adversity, to survive our 

inevitable defeats, to shape our environment, to master complexity and to make our lives fit together. 

Games have the ability to enrich our understanding of how deep seated; sociocultural patterns are 

reflected in norms of participation, play and communication. 

“A game is a system in which players engage in an artificial conflict defined by rules which result 

in quantifiable outcomes” Salen, K. and Zimmerman, E. (2003).  

Jesper Juul adds to this definition, agency on the part of the player, noting that depending on how the 

player interacts with the game and the extent of the effort they invest this will result in quantifiable 

positive or negative outcomes.  

“The player therefore feels attached to the outcome, and the consequences of the activity are 

optional and negotiable.” (Juul, 2003).  

Because of the agency inherent in such games players relate emotionally to what happens. As with the 

aforementioned Trading Game people are invested emotionally the game matters and it is through this 

that the game educates us informs us about the world and our place in it. This added greatly to the 

development of the artefact. 

1.6 Critical Games  

“Serious games”, “games for good”, “games for change” are all part of new movement. Games are 

particularly well-suited to supporting educational or activist programs. This is because they allow players 

to inhabit the roles and perspectives of other people or groups in a uniquely immersive way. (Mary 

Flanagan, n.d.)   

With roots in both a feminist reaction to the misogyny within games and the critical analysis inherited 

from radical initiatives such as The New Games Movement which surrounded the 1960s California 

counterculture, Critical Gaming, Activist Gaming and Games for Change are initiatives promoting the use 
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of games for positive social change. (M.Flanagan & H. Nissenbaum, 2007). (Crocco, 2011) defines Critical 

Gaming as games where the principles embodied by games are used to promote critical thinking about 

hegemonic ideas and institutions rather than to propagate them.  

Drawing from this radical tradition (M.Flanagan & H. Nissenbaum, 2007) suggest that games design 

should be rooted in progressive social values. It is these values that are so critical when try an align games 

within a youth work context. Values at Play (VAP) encourages designers to consider issues such as, 

Diversity, Justice, Creativity and Expression, Inclusion, Cooperation, Equality and Gender Equity.  

(Flanagan, 2010) reinforces the potential of the “activist game” or “Critical Gaming” and documents the 

emergence of games that address social issues in such a way as to explore notions of agency on the part 

of those who are marginalised and of the gamer in addressing injustice in the real world. Flanagan’s book 

“Values at Play in Digital Games” (Mary Flanagan & Helen Nissenbaum, 2014) chronicles in detail the 

elements of games design and highlights examples of where positive values have been integrated into 

games. All games express and embody human values, providing a compelling arena in which we play out 

beliefs and ideas. “Big ideas” such as justice, equity, honesty, and cooperation—as well as other kinds of 

ideas, including violence, exploitation, and greed—may emerge in games whether designers intend them 

or not. 

1.7 Games in Education  

Games based learning is a method that has long been adopted by educators. In this writer’s recent 

experience, we have seen the use of a UPS Foundation’s global road hazard awareness programme which 

involves classroom-based instruction and time ‘behind the wheel’ of a driving simulator. The aim of the 

programme is to help young people consider how to be safe in and around cars before they even start 

learning to drive. Accident simulation is conducted using Virtual Reality headsets, allowing participants to 

become the passenger of the car involved in the road traffic accident. Overall the young people felt it had 

heightened their awareness about road safety and the dangers of driving. This evidence-based 

programme is being rolled out across Youth services all over Europe. (Brake, 2018) 

There are countless examples of games that are designed for education for critical thinking and more 

than just entertainment. Created for primary school kids, Funbrain (Funbrain, 2018) has been the leader 

in free educational games for nearly two decades. Funbrain offers hundreds of games, books, comics, and 

videos that develop skills in math, reading, problem-solving and literacy. 

 

1.8 Minecraft  

Minecraft (Minecradt, 2018) perhaps more than any other platform appears to be associated with 

education. In January 2016, Microsoft announced a new tool for education, called “Minecraft: Education 

Edition”, which was released on November 1, 2016. Minecraft has already been used in classrooms 
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around the world to teach subjects ranging from core STEM topics to arts and poetry. Minecraft: 

Education Edition is designed specifically for classroom use. The Education Edition gives teachers the 

tools they need to use Minecraft on an everyday basis. 

1.9 Creating a virtual community   

Participants will have the opportunity compare working with a face-to-face group & with a virtual group. 

(Minecraft, 2018). They will work together to create a Minecraft world together to mimic their own 

community. This will enable the participants to recognise aspects of working in a virtual group & begin 

practising their cooperative group skills. This process also provides the opportunity to brainstorm 

characteristics of communities. It is these dynamics and values that we explore in Youth Town. “The level 

of engagement is the first thing you notice” said Mark Nagurski chief executive of CultureTECH when 

commenting on the use of Minecraft as a tool for education. “This is work that the kids really want to do 

and if you’re able to harness that enthusiasm, energy and creativity you end up with a pretty significant 

learning opportunity”. (Marshall, 2018) 
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2.0 Game Development 

2.1 Introduction 

This project was to bring three groups of young people together within a moderated online progressive 

gaming environment to develop technical and collaboration skills as well as encouraging engagement 

with and an understanding of the communities in which they live. The project will use a multiplayer 

construction based gaming environment such as Minecraft as a closed, safe collaborative space. 

Platforms such as these provide three dimensional virtual gaming environments where players can 

collaborate to build artefacts and interact with each other and the world they create. The means of 

construction and communication is straightforward and would be familiar to most of the 90% of 11-14 

year olds who are gamers. Microsoft-Connect, Scratch, or Project Spark are more advanced platforms and 

would appeal to older youths.  

2.2 The Task 

The game task to be completed “Youth Town” was inspired by the work of Paulo Freire in promoting 

interactive games to encourage social analysis and is taken from "Training for Transformation" practice 

and is based on the game Plan Newtown devised by Plan Newtown was devised by Gerry Jeffers. Jeffers 

(2011) .The task the group will be assigned is to construct a “virtual town” reflecting the groups vision, 

ambition, creativity and social values. This town will have a defined range of public buildings, amenities 

and housing reflecting the social and economic diversity of a medium sized town.  

Rationale 1: This project addresses the fact that increasingly young people are spending significant 

amounts of their time playing online games and investing much of their creativity, their personal and 

collective identities in computer games. 

The growth in participation in gaming over the past twenty years and the interactive capabilities that 

online gaming provides is nothing short of revolutionary. Jane McGonigal documents the 183 million 

gamers in the US spending on average 13 hours per week on their PCs, consoles or smartphones. This 

figure is mirrored across the developed, and indeed the developing world, with 100 million active gamers 

in Europe and twice that number in China. (McGonigal, 2011). A recent European Commission report 

highlights the fact that 90% of European 11-14 year olds and 70% of 15-24 year olds play online computer 

games. (ISFE, 2018). 

Rationale 2 This game will seek to address the prolonged and sometimes obsessive exposure by young 

people to unmoderated negative behaviour in games by designing a game based on youth work values 

and approaches.  

While the proliferation of online gaming sets the context for this project, the vast majority of games are 

designed, produced and marketed for commercial purposes. They provide little, if any, public good and 

indeed many researchers highlight the negative social values inherent in many such games. Attributes 
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such as racism,( Daniels (2012), Nakamura (2009)), sexism, Harvey (2011) Flanagan (2006), (Crocco, 2011) 

aggression and the erosion of empathy.  (Anderson C. A (2010), Fraser A (2012)). The leading industry 

forum “Game Developers Conference” held in March 2014 did acknowledge the problem with a keynote 

address by Manveer Heir focusing on “misogyny, sexism, racism, … , homophobia, ... and other types of 

social injustice” in Gaming.  He challenged the industry to … " use the ability of our medium to show 

players the issues first-hand, or give them a unique understanding of the issues and complexities by 

crafting game mechanics along with narrative components that result in dynamics of play that create 

meaning for the player in ways that other media isn't capable of.” Euro Gamer (2014)  

Rationale 3: This project seeks to address the decline in civic engagement by young people and seeks to 

implement the recommendations of recent European Commission JRC research on the use of games for 

social inclusion. This expansion in youth engagement with games is mirrored by a parallel decline in civic 

engagement generally, but particularly among young people. In Europe and North America, the 

emergence of Social Media as a vehicle for youth participation has been highlighted by Bennett, who 

proposes that “The rise in personalised forms of participation (through social media) is…the defining 

change in the political culture of our time…” (Bennett, 2012)  

Transnational Rationale – Being designed within a Youth Service the desire to keep the international 

element to the project was very strong. For many it was a tool we could use within any of our bilateral 

youth exchanges. The transnational element in this project strengthens its appeal and benefits to young 

people and enhances its potential as a youth work tool across the EU. The transnational element is 

essential as it exposes the young participating to different cultures and attitudes to community life and 

development. Mainstream Online games and social media has already allowed young people to engage 

with each other internationally, but anonymously, this project teaches young people that the gaming 

world is in fact made up of real people like themselves  from real places often with similar challenges and 

strengths to their own. The international dimension also taps into the global appeal of online gaming 

within popular youth culture. 

     

2.3 The Game  

This is a sample from Appendix Two – Game Design Document  

2.3.1 Introduction 

Welcome to the Youth Work Ireland “Youth Town” project. This is an interactive city builder created using 

Minecraft. This document will guide you through the process of selecting and placing buildings, giving you 

the tools, you need to build and grow your own town. The “Youth Town” game will provide you with 

several unique schematics, and some more generalized buildings that you can use to design and build 

your town however you would like. 
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2.3.2 Objective 

The objective of this activity is to work with your friends to make the “Perfect Town” as 

decided by your team. Try to think of all the facilities and places that a town might 

need. Try to imagine that you will be living in this town in a few years, so make it as 

best as you can! 

 

2.3.3 Controls   

Because the game is a branch of Minecraft, the controls are the same as they usually are: 

• W/A/S/D Keys                               Movement controls 

• Space Key                               Jump 

• Left/Right Mouse Buttons              Destroy and Create Blocks 

• T/Enter/Slash Key                Chat box (also the console, details to follow 

 

2.3.4 Loading Buildings 

To load a building simply press the Chat Box key to open the chat box. Enter the sentence highlighted 

below to load Buildings for placement. The “<schematic_name>” part of the sentence is a placeholder, 

and will change depending on the building you wish to load. Each building will have four models, so you 

can choose which direction the building will face. An example would be “<schematic_nameNorth>”, or 

“<Schematic_nameSouth>”. 

NOTE: The double forward slash (“//”) before the sentence is very important. 

 

//schem load mcedit <schematic_name> 

2.3.5 Placing Buildings 

The next thing you will want to do after loading a building is to place it. Press the Chat 

Box key to open the chat box, and enter the sentence highlighted below to place a 

building where you are standing. 

 

//paste 

 

2.3.6 Removing Mistakes 

Quite often, when a building is placed it will be in an unsatisfactory position. After you 
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have placed a building, you can “undo” its placement by entering the following sentence 

into the Chat Box. The “undo” command keeps a history of the last 15 of your previous 

placements, so you can undo multiple recent buildings by entering the command many 

times. 

 

//undo 

//redo 

2.3.7 Buildings 

The following pages serve as a guide to show you what buildings are available to build 

with. They are accompanied by a picture and short description to help you decide what 

building your town needs next.  

 

The first regular house building can be seen below. The naming schemes for this 

building are: //schem load mcedit cities-series-buildingNorth ----------------------------------

----------------------------------- //schem load mcedit cities-series-buildingWest -----------------

---------------------------------------------------- //schem load mcedit cities-series-buildingSouth 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

---------------------------------------------------------- //schem load mcedit cities-series-

buildingEast 

 

 

Figure 4: Modern House Design                                         Figure 5: City Series Building 
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2.4 Group Interaction 

The origin of the game can be traced to London 2016 when a group of youth workers meet in London to 

discuss how we thought this might work in a youth work setting. Youth workers from three countries 

broke into two groups one of designers and a second of planners. One group was tasked with designing 

the landscape, development land, commercial property farm land. The second group was tasked with 

building and placing the properties on the landscape. The exercise was crucial in the development of the 

game as it created facilitated a heated debate between designers and planners.    

Differences documented at the time focused on: 

Where we would locate the halting site – it highlighted huge cultural differences in the group and 

individual personal beliefs and prejudices  

Where private/council housing should be located – it highlighted how each person’s personal values are 

shown in the game  

The exercise was very enjoyable but also very emotive. The idea from here was to take this methodology 

and see how it worked with a large group of young people from different backgrounds and would it be 

possible to transport that to an online setting. If so what would the benefit be. 

Figure 6: Youth Workers Collaboration 

 

     

     

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Planning of Landscape Design London  

2.4.1 Group Workshops with Young People 

A group of thirty young people took from 

Scotland, Greece, England and Ireland took part 

in the in a paper exercise development of youth 

town. There is a very intangible element 

introduced at this stage of the process, the 

Brussels element. We visited the European 
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Parliament spoke to MEPs visited and were taken on guided tour of European commission. The group 

was educated on the European model of government how decisions are made and what European 

citizenship is. We took time to visit a protest outside the parliament. The group was immersed in 

European values, democracy and politics that may have feed into the development and engagement in 

the   game.  

 

Figure 8: Youth Group involved in Paper 

Exercise on their visit to the European 

Parliament 

2.4.2 Workshop Sessions 

Groups of not more than five people 

planned an imaginary town for about 

3,000 people. Each group had 

representatives from all four countries. 

Each participant has a handout that 

describes the task to be completed by the 

group. Each group also had a youth worker working as an observer and feeding back to the large group at 

the end of the session. The student worksheet can be seen in  

Appendix One – Student Worksheet. 

2.4.3 Group Work Reflection 

The first exercise lasted over an hour with young people using post-its on Flip chart paper to represent 

their town. The key learning occurs in the feedback and reflection process which takes several formats. 

Phase One 

Firstly, the observer - a youth worker gives feedback. They focus on the communication dynamics among 

the participants and how decisions are made. They must remain passive during the process. The town like 

any game should be a snapshot of who we are (Mary Flanagan, n.d.).  

Some observations to be considered for are: 

How are suggestions made - tentatively, aggressively, confidently, etc.? 

Who appears to listen well? 

Who dismisses other people’s suggestions? 

Who offers support for other people’s proposals? 
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Who appears very task-centred? 

Is there ‘opposition’ between any two members within the group? 

Who attempts to play the role of reconciler between different viewpoints? 

Who withdraws to the margins of the group? 

Who makes constructive suggestions? 

Who makes destructive suggestions? 

Who assumes a leadership role? 

Who assumes a facilitation role? 

What other roles do you observe? 

How is offence caused within the group? 

Whose contributions appear to energise the group? 

                Overall what conclusions can you draw about the effectiveness of communication within the group in 

light of the completed task 

The next step was one where each group shared their town and explained the rationale behind each 

decision. This was feed back to the larger group who were then afforded the opportunity to ask 

questions. This is where a deeper learning of people’s views and decision-making process is revealed.  

The next exercise is to ask each group to return to their own group and sheets and reviews their town 

and makes any alterations. In these discussions a skilled youth worker can take the conversation in any 

direction they like. This writer has observed youth workers use this space to: 

• Highlight issues around travelling community, particularly low levels of education and school 

attendance  

• The issue of active citizenship and democracy  

• The question of dealing with and integrating an influx of new communities on an older 

community  

 

Phase Two - Moving to online  

The paper models are integrated into an online platform of Minecraft. I have attached the game design 

document into Appendix Two – Game Design Document. What was created was an online space that 

could be played on a large scale connected to a designated server. The Minecraft map environment 

supports a real-world, team-based game illustrating how the built environment is negotiated and 
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highlighting the roles of the many stakeholders affected and involved in these planning decisions. The 

game is essentially the same as the paper version just sitting on a bespoke Minecraft platform. The values 

of the game the drivers and goals are the same. It is also entirely dependent on the skill of the Youth 

Worker. 

 The game allows for a deeper understanding of the inequalities and prejudices that are embedded in 

many of these decisions. The essential aim of this Project is to present a platform and strong frame of 

reference to young people of these dynamics to enable discussion and further learning around these 

issues. The buildings are already pre-made, and the game is built around decision making.    

 

Figure 9: Youths designing in Minecraft 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Shopping Pavilion Design 
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Moving from Paper to online  

Moving from paper to on line turned out to be a bigger challenge than we had anticipated. The plan was 

to use Minecraft in a closed network. This way a Youth worker could facilitate a group as they would in 

any youth work setting but in an online location.   

When designing the original plan in 2015 we looked at many platforms but choose Minecraft for a 

number of reasons .Minecraft was wildly popular, and had been for some time. Since its creation in 2009, 

Minecraft has captured the minds and imaginations of millions of young people. Its use in schools as an 

educational tool had begun to be documented. It enhances creativity, problem-solving, self-direction, 

collaboration, and other life skills.  

Minecraft is unique in that it’s an unlimited world where young people can create anything they can 

imagine, but within the constraint that everything is made up of blocks that must fit within the 3D grid of 

the game. The player has agency, players must decide for themselves what they want to get out of their 

time in the game. They make the decisions and they must be responsible for those choices. 

This culture of self-direction decision making creativity, collaboration and the on line global context is 

what we envisaged Youth Town sitting in. These characteristics are identical to those we try and foster in 

a youth work setting. The only piece missing is that of the skilled youth worker who facilitates critical 

thinking. To create a game where collaboration, creativity, advocacy and a players decision making and 

values can be examined in a critical way is essentially the reason raison d'être of the artefact. 

Creating their our own virtual youth work setting where young people could operate in a safe and 

enclosed world with international partners took a great deal of time and work . The project enlisted a 

number of first year game design students from a local college to work with the young people and youth 

workers to help set up a server to facilitate the group. There were a number of in carnations before we 

eventually got to the final artefact. The slow and sometimes painful process was extremely informative 

and schooled us on the dynamics of creating an actual game.  
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Written Guide for Connecting to a Minecraft Server 
 

1. Click on the Minecraft icon on the Desktop, or in the Start Menu. 

2. On the Minecraft Launcher, navigate to the ‘Launch Options’ page. 

3. Tick ‘Historical Versions’ and click on ‘Add New’ 

4. Change only the ‘Name’, and the ‘Version’. Change the ‘Version’ to 1.12.2 

5. Save the new build, and return to the ‘News’ page. 

6. Make sure that the correct version is selected in the ‘Version Selector’ 

7. On the Minecraft Launcher, press the green ‘Play’ button. 

8. When Minecraft has successfully launched, there should be a menu with several options. 

9. Click on the ‘Multiplayer’ option. 

10. Click on ‘Direct Connect’ to connect to a Server without saving it to be accessed again later. 

Or Click on ‘Add Server’ to connect to a Server, and save its details for future use. 

11. Type the IP Address and Port Number provided to you by the Server Administrator into the ‘Server 

Address’ field provided in the following format: Format: 127.0.0.1:25565 Example: 51.37.20.159:16495 

12. Click ‘Done’ or ‘Join Server’ to finish adding the Server. 

13. If you selected ‘Add Server’ earlier, now select the Server that you just added, and click the ‘Play’ 

triangle on the Server’s icon. 

A full guide with picture has been included in the appendix 3 .This guide is a guide to aid youth 
workers more than young people. 
 

1. Click on the Minecraft icon on the Desktop, or in the Start Menu. 
2. On the Minecraft Launcher, navigate to the ‘Launch Options’ page 

 

Figure 11 Picture guide 
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3.0 SWOT Analysis 

 

 

  

ANALYSIS OBJECTIVES 

  
SWOT analysis is a classic strategic planning tool. Using a framework of internal strengths and 
weaknesses and external opportunities and threats, it provides a simple way to assess how a 
strategy can best be implemented. The tool helps us to highlight factors that could potentially impact       
the success of Youth Town 

  
INTERNAL FACTORS 

STRENGTHS (+) WEAKNESSES (-) 

  
Fun  
Dynamic  
Innovative  
Visually Stunning 
Connecting youth worker with technology  
Ability to engage large groups 
Work internationally  
Met young people where they are at  
Increased :personal development 
Communications, community development 
civic, social and political studies 
 

  
On line – missing the physical interaction ,lessening the 
communication development of a group setting  
Missing the ability to switch direction the way a skilled 
youth worker can in a group setting  
Minecraft Image – now seen as being for younger 
children  
Need to download Minecraft at a cost  
Dependent on computer and connectivity 
Need to get IP address organized in advance   
Fear of technology among youth workers  

  
EXTERNAL FACTORS 

OPPORTUNITIES (+) THREATS (-) 

  
Bilateral exchanges  
Virtual Youth Exchanges 
Schools  
Youth Clubs  
Integrated youth service different towns 
linking in line  
Introduce technology into a youth setting  

  
Changes in Technology  
Commercial changes e.g. Minecraft was open source, 

many mods have now become obsolete  
Fashion   
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4.0 Reflection 

When reflecting on the four objectives identified:  

Youth Engagement: To encourage young people to research and reflect on the social and physical 

environment in which they live and articulate their vision for how a diverse and inclusive community 

could be constructed. 

Teamwork Skills: To develop teamwork, communication and collaboration skills within a geographic 

based team and across transnational teams. 

Technical Skills: To develop practical skills in games design and community based planning for both youth 

workers and young people. 

Transnational Collaboration: To build a sustainable project that would facilitate participation by other 

youth groups in the partner countries and beyond 

The Youth Town project can be said to have delivered. It is important to look a little deeper at the 

artefact as a game based learning tool. Is it a game or a resource that can serve any purpose has it replay-

ability does it even meet the criteria of a game. 

Stripping the game back to its most basic, young people want to have fun with an activity or a game. 

Experimental psychologists involved in analysing people’s reaction to games have discovered four main 

keys or types of fun (Xeo Design’s website – why we play games): 

1. People Fun (Friendship) Amusement from competition and cooperation 

2. Easy Fun (Novelty) Curiosity from exploration, role play, and creativity 

3. Hard Fun (Challenge) Fiero, the epic win, from achieving a difficult goal 

4. Serious Fun (Meaning) Excitement from changing the player and their world. 

(Marczewski, 2018) . 

Does Youth Town provide fun is the question? From what this writer has witnessed and documented the 

answer is an affirmative. Group work is always a beneficial and fun way of working, collaborating 

effectively with the group/individuals. It promotes and builds a positive relationship with the youth 

worker. Young people enjoy sharing their knowledge and existing skill sets. It is also an arena Youth 

Workers feel very strong and most comfortable in. Youth Town while facilitated by a skilled youth worker 

allows young people to be the architects of all decision making. Youth Town provides an obvious space 

for serious fun but also the challenge, novelty and friendship elements which were identified above.  

Good games aim to hit the “sweet spot,” where players can succeed, but only with some struggle, 

inducing what has been described as a state of “flow” In (J.Leferve, 1989) the context of learning, good 

games aim to be within a player’s zone of proximal development.  
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Future uses with Youth Work Ireland   
 

The artefact would add real value and understanding in a bilateral exchange. This will allow young people 

from different countries to exchange ideas, ideals, beliefs and values and enrich any young exchange. This 

is being currently worked on with a group for 2019. 

Comhairle na nÓg are child and youth councils in the 31 local authorities of the country, which give 

children and young people the opportunity to be involved in the development of local services and 

policies. It is YWITs intention to use the game as a way of exploring decision making and town planning.  

Introduce youth workers into the use of technology .The artefact has been used and will continue to be 

used as an tool to introduce youth worker into the use of technology in a youth work setting.  

Deeper learning                                                                         
Youth workers involved in the development of the project benefited most from the game .On reflection 

the selection of Minecraft presented more problems than “non- gamers”  could ever have envisaged. The 

changing land scape of the company’s ownership the eradication of mods all created problems people 

new to this arena could never have predicted.  

The first iteration of the game took three months to develop and received hours of play testing with 

young people in the youth service. It was a game using two applications in Mc edit and involved making 

changes in one application minimising it and then moving to the game landscape to complete the move 

to the virtual town. It did what we had planned it to do. What had seemed like something that might 

work in theory was not. Suddenly when presented to young people to play, the games weakness was 

exposed. The clumsiness and sheer time wasted carrying out an action was never going to engage a 

young person in any real way.  

There were many alternative platforms presented to us at this stage by young people. Road Bloc, City 

Skyline many newer more modern games that young people believed would better suite our needs. It is 

probably on this journey and reflection that the greatest learning took place. The transition of taking an 

idea through to a game that must be played by a young people is a long and difficult journey. We were 

committed to Minecraft and persevered using all the feedback and criticism from players to help shape 

the final artefact. This final artefact still needs enormous play testing but unlike its first incarnation it is 

delivering a great deal of what young people have requested.   

4.1 Conclusion  

Youth Town doesn’t possess the obvious motivational features found in most games. There are no 

explicit winners points no leader board no trophies. Games such as youth town aim to tap into a player 

cognitively and emotionally. The entire engagement is designed to foster meaningful engagement of the 
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learner with the learning mechanic and the outcomes it has been intended to deliver within a youth work 

setting.  

Games based learning consists of three elements a challenge, a response, and feedback. Plass et al 

(2015) .The feedback prompts a new challenge or encourages the player to provide a different response 

to the original challenge. This is essentially the loop of Youth Town. Complex questions and feedback are 

the mechanism that drives the game forward.  

This element within the game is very much dependent on how skilled the youth worker is and how 

attuned the youth worker is the needs and planned outcomes of the group. The youth worker needs to 

be able to ask why a young person is making a decision. 

Figure 13 below demonstrates how the game cycle ran. The cycle was repeated twice before being 

worked on in an online space where the cycle was repeated for a third time.  Youth Town appears to 

possess some of these elements that would define it as a game-based learning tool as well as being 

engaging and fun. 

 

Figure 12: Game Cycle 

 

The game was the first venture of this kind for this writers youth organisation. It has proved to be an 

extremely rewarded adventure. The reality for youth workers is that emerging technologies cannot be 

ignored. Digital youth work has the same objectives as youth work. When it is striped back beyond the 

technologies it is still a process of meeting somebody where they are and trying to build transformative 

relationships. Digital youth work is underpinned by the same ethics, values and principles as youth work.  
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Appendix One – Student Worksheet 
Newtown is being planned at present. Thirty-three miles from a major city, adjacent to a national 

highway, the new town will accommodate about 3,000 people when completed. Currently the land on 

which Newtown will be built is used for agriculture. A small river, flows diagonally across the site. 

You are part of the group that is to plan Youth Town . 

To assist in the initial planning your group is to produce an outline sketch marking in the proposed 

locations of the features listed below. Essential roads should be included. Your group may also agree to 

nominate six additional features, not listed here, which might be included in Youth town . 

Newtown must include: 

1. Two bridges. 

2. 200 local authority three-bedroomed housing units. 

3. 100 local authority two-bedroomed housing units. 

4. 100 private purchase two-bedroomed housing units. 

5. 300 private purchase three-bedroomed housing units. 

6. 150 private purchase four-bedroomed houses. 

7. 50 private detached ‘luxury’ houses. 

8. A residential centre for up to 50 intellectually disabled adults. 

9. A shopping centre. 

10. A refuse dump. 

11. A bus terminus (Bus service is from Newtown to the city) 

12. A youth club. 

13. Public parkland to include at least three sports pitches. 

14. A primary school. 

15. A post-primary school. 

16. A public health centre. 

17. A branch of a commercial bank. 

18. A Post Office. 
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19. A factory manufacturing pharmaceutical products. 

20. A Church. 

21. A licensed premises. 

22. An Office of the Department of Social Protection. 

23. A public car-park for at least 400 vehicles 

24. A filling station and garage. 

25. A serviced halting site for travelling people 

26. Two bus-stop shelters. 

27. A Garda Station 

28. A factory manufacturing electronic components 

29. An Arts centre 

Appendix Two – Game Design Document 
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5.0 Introduction 
Welcome to the Youth Work Ireland ‘Youth Town’ project. This is an interactive city builder created 
using Minecraft. This document will guide you through the process of selecting and placing 
buildings, giving you the tools, you need to build and grow your own town. The Youth Town game 
will provide you with several unique schematics, and some more generalized buildings that you can 
use to design and build your town however you would like. 

 

6.0 Controls 
Because the game is a branch of Minecraft, the controls are the same as they usually are: 

• W/A/S/D Keys Movement controls 

• Space Key Jump 

• Left/Right Mouse Buttons Destroy and Create Blocks 

• T/Enter/Slash Key Chat box (also the console, details to follow) 

7.0 Loading Buildings 
To load a building simply press the Chat Box key to open the chat box. Enter the sentence 
highlighted below to load Buildings for placement. The “<schematic_name>” part of the 
sentence is a placeholder, and will change depending on the building you wish to load. Each building 
will have four models, so you can choose which direction the building will face. An example would 
be “<schematic_nameNorth>”, or “<Schematic_nameSouth>”. 

NOTE: The double forward slash (“//”) before the sentence is very important. 
 

//schem load mcedit <schematic_name> 

 

8.0 Placing Buildings 
The next thing you will want to do after loading a building is to place it. Press the Chat Box key to 
open the chat box, and enter the sentence highlighted below to place a building where you are 
standing. 

 

//paste 

9.0 Removing Mistakes 
Quite often, when a building is placed it will be in an unsatisfactory position. After you have placed a 
building, you can “undo” its placement by entering the following sentence into the Chat Box. The 
“undo” command keeps a history of the last 15 of your previous placements, so you can undo 
multiple recent buildings by entering the command many times. 

 

//undo 

//redo 
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10.0 Objective 
The objective of this activity is to work with your friends to make the “Perfect Town” as decided by 
your team. Try to think of all of the facilities and places that a town might need. Try to imagine that 
you will be living in this town in a few years, so make it as best as you can! 

11.0 Buildings 
The following pages server as a guide to show you what buildings are available to build with. They 

are accompanied by a picture and short description to help you decide what building your town 

needs next. 

 

11.1 Cities-series-building 
The first regular house building can be seen on the 
right. 

 
The naming schemes for this building are: 

//schem load mcedit cities-series-buildingNorth 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit cities-series-buildingWest 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit cities-series-buildingSouth 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit cities-series-buildingEast 

 

Description 

This Building is a skinny and tall residential building, 

allowing for large homes to be built with minimal 

space used up. This building Must be placed one layer 

down in the soil to function properly. 

 
Figure 13: Cities-Series Building - Created 
by Valentin2000cad 
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11.2 Modern-town-house 
The modern town house can be seen here on the right       

 

The naming schemes for this building are: 
//schem load mcedit modern-town-houseNorth 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit modern-town-houseWest 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit modern-town-houseSouth 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit modern-town-houseEast 

 

 

Description 

The modern town house Is small two-story house 
designed for compact living in areas with little room 
for larger house. This building must be placed one 
layer down in the soil to function properly.  

Figure 14: Modern Town House - Designed by 
A_C_T_9_7 
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11.3 Small-fancy-wood 
The small-fancy-wood house can be seen here on 

the right. 

The naming scheme of this building is: 

//schem load mcedit small-fancy-woodNorth 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit small-fancy-woodWest 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit small-fancy-woodSouth 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit small-fancy-woodEast 

 

 
Figure 15: Small-Fancy-Wood - Created by billyjoem 

 

Description 

The small fancy wood is a more urban residential house. Better suited to be placed in less built up 
areas. The small fancy wood is the smallest of all the houses to be found, but is the most homely.
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Figure 16: House - Created by Owen O'Dea 

11.4 House 
The schematic for the house can be found on the right. 

The naming scheme of this building is: 

//schem load mcedit house_North 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit house_West 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit house_South 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit house_West 

 
 

 

Description 

A larger suburban house suitable for those looking to live away from the more built up areas and 

support a larger family. This building Must be placed one layer down in the soil to function properly. 
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11.5 Gym 
The schematic for the gym can be seen here on the 
right. 

 

The naming scheme of this building is: 

//schem load mcedit GymNorth 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit GymWest 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit GymSouth 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 
Figure 17: Gym - Created by Golem27 

 

//schem load mcedit GymEast 

 
 
 

Description 

The Gym seems quite basic from the outside but on the inside, you’ll find a new and fully equipped 
basketball court with benches for a spectator audience. This building must be placed one layer down 
in the soil to function properly. 
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11.6 Police Station 
On the right the schematic for the police station can 

be seen. 

The naming scheme of this building is: 

//schem load mcedit Police_StationNorth 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit Police_StationWest 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit Police_StationSouth 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit Police_StationEast 

 

 
Figure 18: Police Station - Created by SkYdYe 

 
 

Description 

The police station is a small building, but is well equipped to protect your community. Complete 

with a cell and even a landing pad for a helicopter, it will keep your growing community safe. 
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11.7 Primary School 
The schematic for the primary school can be seen 

here on the right 

The naming scheme of this building is: 

//schem load mcedit primary_SchoolNorth 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit primary_SchoolWest 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit primary_SchoolSouth 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit primary_SchoolEast 

 

 
Figure 19: School - Created by DeltaNathan

 

Description 

The primary school is a small school where the children of your town will go to learn. It can fit the 

young population of a humble town and has buses ready to transport the students to and from 

school. 
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11.8 Small bridge Nordic 
The schematic for the small pedestrian bridge 

known as small bridge Nordic can be seen here on 

the right. 

 

 
The naming scheme of this building is: 

//schem load mcedit small-bridge_North 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit small-bridge_West 

 

 
Figure 20: Small Bridge (Nordic) - Created by Ricardo4LifeNL 

 

Description 

The small bridge schematic is a pedestrian bridge that will allow for people to walk from one side of 

the river that will divide your town to the other. 
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11.9 Car Bridge 
The schematic for the car bridge can be seen here 

on the right. 

 

 
The naming scheme of this building is: 

//schem load mcedit Car_bridge_North 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit Car_bridge_West 

 

 
Figure 21: Car Bridge - Created by Owen O'Dea 

 

Description 

The car bridge is used to allow the traffic from your town to cross the river that will divide your 

town. This building Must be placed one layer down in the soil to function properly. 
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11.10 Central Park 
The schematic for the town park known as 

central park can be seen on the right. 

The naming scheme of this building is: 

//schem load mcedit central-park 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Description 

 

 
Figure 22: Central Park - Created by Owen O'Dea 

The Central Park is a location where the people of your community can come together and get away 

from the noise of traffic in the rest of the town. This building Must be placed one layer down in the 

soil to function properly. 
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11.11 Fire station 
The schematic on the right is the fire station 

 

 
The naming scheme of this building is: 

//schem load mcedit Firestation_North 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit Firestation_West 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit Firestation_South 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit Firestation_East 

 
 

 

 

Description 

This is the fire station, it will help protect your community from fires that spread and endanger your 

people. This building must be placed one layer down in the soil to function properly. 

Figure 23: Fire Station created by Owen O'Dea 
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11.12 Gas station 
The schematic for the gas station can be seen here 

on the right. 

When placing this building start one block down. 

The naming scheme of this building is: 

//schem load mcedit gas-station-3_North 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit gas-station-3_West 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

West and South are the same, and soil is missing 

from the side 

 

 
Figure 24: Gas Station - Created by MatthewStevenGo 

 

//schem load mcedit gas-station-3_South 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

//schem load mcedit gas-station-3_East 

 
 
 

 

Description 

The gas station provides a respite for the people of your town and those passing through to stop and 

refuel both their cars and themselves. This building Must be placed one layer down in the soil to 

function properly. 
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Figure 25: Hawkseye-Pavillion - Created by seventy6 

11.13 Hawks eye pavilion 
The schematic for the hawks eye pavilion can be seen here on the right. 

The naming scheme of this building is: 

//schem load mcedit hawkseye-pavilion_North 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit hawkseye-pavilion_West 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit hawkseye-pavilion_South 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit hawkseye-pavilion_East 

 
 

 
 
 

Description 

The hawks eye pavilion is a theatre where the town can hold events from concerts to plays. 
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11.14 Modern Railway Station 
The schematic for the modern railway station can be 

seen here on the right. 

The naming scheme of this building is: 

//schem load mcedit modern-railway-station_North 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit modern-railway-station_West 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit modern-railway-station_South 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit modern-railway-station_East 

 

 

 

Description 

The railway station provides long distant transport in and out of your town for people and goods. 

Figure 26: Modern Railway Station - Created by Ulysse94 
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11.15 Road 
The schematic for the road can be seen here 

on the right. 

When placing this building start one block 

down. 

The naming scheme of this building is: 
 

 
//schem load mcedit road_North 

 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit road_West 

 

 
Figure 27: Road - Created by Owen O'Dea 

 
 
 

 

Description 

The road provides the means for traffic to travel through your town and provides a grid for which to 

place your buildings up against. This building Must be placed one layer down in the soil to function 

properly. 
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11.16 Shop 
The schematic on the right shows the shop. 

When placing this building start one block 

down. 

The naming scheme of this building is: 
 

 
//schem load mcedit shop_North 

 

------------------------------------------------ 

//schem load mcedit shop_West 

 

------------------------------------------------- 

 

 
Figure 28: Shop - Created by Toggleninja 

 

//schem load mcedit shop_South 

 

------------------------------------------------- 
 

//schem load mcedit shop_East 

 
 
 
 

 

Description 

The shop provides general good for the people of your town. This building Must be placed one layer 

down in the soil to function properly. 
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11.17 High School 
The schematic on the right shows the high school. 

The naming scheme of this building is: 

//schem load mcedit high_School_North 

 

------------------------------------------------ 

//schem load mcedit high_School_West 

 

------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit high_School_South 

 

------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit high_School_East 

 

 
Figure 29: School - Created by thyc82 

 
 
 

Description 

The high school is a place for older students to go and learn 
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11.18 Store 
The schematic for the store can be found on the right 

 
 
 

//schem load mcedit store_North 

 

------------------------------------------------ 

//schem load mcedit store_West 

 

------------------------------------------------- 
 

//schem load mcedit store_South 

 

------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

//schem load mcedit store_East 

 
 
 
 

 

Description 

The store is a larger shopping centre where your citizens can buy their every need. This building 

Must be placed one layer down in the soil to function properly. 

Figure 30: Store - Created by datking101 
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11.19 College 
The schematic for the college can be found on the right. 

 

 
The naming scheme of this building is: 

//schem load mcedit College_North 

 

------------------------------------------------ 

//schem load mcedit College_West 

 

------------------------------------------------- 
  //schem load mcedit College_South 

 

------------------------------------------------- 

//schem load mcedit College_East 

 

Description 

A place of higher learning where mature students can come to learn specialised 

skills. This building Must be placed one layer down in the soil to function 

properly. 

 

 

 

Appendix three 

Written Guide for Connecting to a Minecraft Server 

 

1. Click on the Minecraft icon on the Desktop, or in the Start Menu. 
 

2. On the Minecraft Launcher, navigate to the ‘Launch Options’ page. 

 

3. Tick ‘Historical Versions’ and click on ‘Add New’ 
 

4. Change only the ‘Name’, and the ‘Version’. Change the ‘Version’ to 1.12.2 

 

5. Save the new build, and return to the ‘News’ page. 
 

6. Make sure that the correct version is selected in the ‘Version Selector’ 
 

7. On the Minecraft Launcher, press the green ‘Play’ button. 
 

8. When Minecraft has successfully launched, there should be a menu with several options. 
 

Figure 31: School - Created by Coolkiller455 
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9. Click on the ‘Multiplayer’ option. 
 

10. Click on ‘Direct Connect’ to connect to a Server without saving it to be accessed again later. Or 

Click on ‘Add Server’ to connect to a Server, and save its details for future use. 

 

11. Type the IP Address and Port Number provided to you by the Server Administrator into the 

‘Server Address’ field provided in the following format: 

Format: 127.0.0.1:25565 

Example: 51.37.20.159:16495 
 

12. Click ‘Done’ or ‘Join Server’ to finish adding the Server. 
 

13. If you selected ‘Add Server’ earlier, now select the Server that you just added, and click the ‘Play’ 

triangle on the Server’s icon. 



 Guide with Pictures for Connecting to a Minecraft Server 
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1. Click on the Minecraft icon on the Desktop, or in the Start Menu. 

2. On the Minecraft Launcher, navigate to the ‘Launch Options’ page. 

 
 

Figure 1 - Step 2 

 

3. Tick ‘Historical Versions’ and click on ‘Add New’ 

 
 

Figure 2 - Step 3 



4. Change only the ‘Name’, and the ‘Version’. Change the ‘Version’ to 1.12.2 
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Figure 3 - Step 4 

 
5. Save the new build, and return to the ‘News’ page. 

 

Figure 4 - Step 5 



6. Make sure that the correct version is selected in the ‘Version Selector’ 
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Figure 5 - Step 6 

 

7. On the Minecraft Launcher, press the green ‘Play’ button. 

 
 

Figure 6 - Step 7 

 

8. When Minecraft has successfully launched, there should be a menu with several options. 



9. Click on the ‘Multiplayer’ option. 
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Figure 7 - Step 9 

 

10. Click on ‘Direct Connect’ to connect to a Server without saving it to be accessed again later. Or 

Click on ‘Add Server’ to connect to a Server, and save its details for future use. 

 
 

Figure 8 - Step 10 
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11. Type the IP Address and Port Number provided to you by the Server Administrator into the 

‘Server Address’ field provided in the following format: 

Format: 127.0.0.1:25565 

Example: 51.37.20.159:16495 
 

Figure 9 - Step 11 

 
 
 

12. Click ‘Done’ or ‘Join Server’ to finish adding the Server. 

13. If you selected ‘Add Server’ earlier, now select the Server that you just added, and click the ‘Play’ 

triangle on the Server’s icon. 
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